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Abstract
Let d and n be any positive integers. A positive integer a is said to be (n,c/)‑generative
ifa

has

at

least

one?トpartition

{pi,/>?,

,Pn}

vvith

the

following

property‥

(*) every numberx,d≦ L･ ≦ a‑d, is expressed by sum ofsomepj 's.
By G(n,d) denote the set of all (n,<i)‑generative numbers. The purpose of this paper is
to determine aily members in G(n,d) and in a special subset SG(n,d)(see Definition 1) of
(n,d).

Key words: generat‑ive number, strongly generative number, partition of number.

Introduction
The author has met the following interesting exercise in A.Tucker's book [1, p.422]:
(A) Show that any set of 16 positive integers (not all distinct) summing to 30 has a subset
summing to k, fork ‑ 1,2,3,...,29.
This exercise suggests a problem:
(B) Foranygivenpositive integern. メnd all number.川. a ≧ n, such that any set ofn positive
nurnbeγ

(not

all

distinct)

summing

to

a

has

a

subset

summing

to

k,

fork

=

1,2,3,....a‑

1.

Ful､thermore we propose a problem in connection with (A) and (B):
(C) For any given positive integer n. メnd all numbers a. a ≧ n, with the following property:
there exists at least one set ofn positive numbers (not all distinct) summing to a which haきα

subsetsummitlg to k, fork‑ 1,2,3,...,a‑ 1.

In this papei､ we shall consider･ some pi･oblems including (B) and (C) as special cases. To
state the problems we prepare some notations used in the paper. Since we deal with only positive
integers, "number" means always "positive integer" and any variables n,cf,j,... named by small
letters express positive integers unless otherwise noted. For any m,n with m < n, we use the
●

following notation:
[m,n]‑{m,m‑fl,

,n‑1,n},and[m]==[1,m].

The cardinal number of any finite set A is denoted by ¥A¥. By n‑set we mean a collection
ofn numbers which are not all distinct. So for any n‑set P and m‑set Q, the union Pug is
understoodas the (n+ra)‑set ofallnumbersin PorQ, e.g., {1,1,2,3}∪{2,3} = {1,1,2,2,3,3}.
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Faculty of Science, Kagoshima University, Iくagos 一ima
890‑0065, Japan.
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Let P ‑ {pup2,‑ >>Pn} be any 7i‑set. Unless o血rwise notecいve assume always pi ≦ p2 ≦
p3 ≦ ･‑ ≦ pn and ifanumberp appears exactly s times in P. this is shortly denoted byp(*)
e.g., {1,2,2,2,4,4} = {1,2*3>,4t2>}. For any n‑set P ､ve use the following notation:
surn(P) ‑ thesumofall numbers in P
ps(P) ‑ the set of sum(Q) for all proper subsets Q ofP.
For any fixed number d, an /?,‑set P is called a (n,d)‑setifp ≧ d for all p ∈ P. For any given
number a, a (n,cf)‑partition ofa is a(n,d)‑set P with a ‑ sum(P). A (7?.,d)‑set P is said to
be d‑generative if ps(P) ‑ [d,a ‑ d], where a ‑ sum(P). For example, it is seen easily that
{1,2,22,23,...,2" *} is a 1‑generative (n,l)‑partitlon of2n ‑ 1, and {2,3,22,23,24,...,2n‑1} is
a 2‑generative (n,2)‑partition of 2n + 1.
In what follows let n and d be any且xed numbers with n > d. Then any d‑generative
i,d)‑set P contains the following (d+ l,d)‑sets A¥(d) or A2¥d)¥
Al(d):‑[d,2d¥, A2(d):={dW}∪[d+l,2rf‑1].

Note that A¥(d) and A2(d) are ^‑generative. For the sake of brevity, any (n,d)‑set is said to be
d‑admissibleifit contains A¥(d) or A2(d). When n > d+1, any d‑admissible (n,d)‑set P is writ‑
tenintheform: P ‑ A(d)uQ/c, where.A; ‑ n‑d‑l,Qk isa(fc,d)‑set and A(d) is Ai(d) or A2(rf).
Definition 1. (1) A number a is said to be (n^d)‑generative ifa has at least one d‑
generative (n,e/)‑partition. It is denoted by G(n′, d) the set of all (n,d上generative number･S･
(2) A number a is said to be strongly ･,ri)‑generative if every d‑admissible (n,c/)‑partition
ofa is d‑generative. It is denoted by SG(n,d) the set of all strongly (n,<i)‑generative 【lumbers.

Under the above de負nition, the exercise (A) asserts that 30 ∈ 5G(16, 1), and the pi･oblems

(B) and (C) are one to翫id any numbers in SG{n,1) and G(n,1) r･espectively.
The aim of this paper is to determine explicitly any numbei･s in G(n,d) and SG(n.d) for
any n.a with n > d ≧ 1. In section 2 we prepai･e some lemmas used in our aim. G(n,d) and
SG(n､a) are given in sections 3‑4 and 5 respectively.
Remark 1. By the definition we have
G(d+l,d)‑SG(d+l,d)={52,5i},
wheresx ‑ sum(Ai(d)) = ¥d{d+ 1) and.s2 ‑ sum(A2(d)) ‑ irf(3d+ 1).
Remark 2. G(n.d) and SG(n,d) are defined for n>d. But even ifn ≦ d, the following
●

cases have meaningful:

G(l,l)‑5G(1,1)={1}, G(2,d)‑SG(2,d)‑{2d,2d+1}foranyd.

2

Lemmas
●

In this section we prepare some lemmas concerning with cf‑generativity. Throughout the
section let n > d.

Lemma 2.1. Let P ‑ {pi,P2>*‑,pn¥ be any d‑generative (n,d)‑set, a?1d assume that
pj =pJ+i forsomej ∈ 【7い1]. ThenQ ‑ {px,p2,‑
replacing py+i by 2pj, is d‑generative.

,p^2pj,pj+2っ,pn], obtained from P
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Proof.Put∫,=町a‑sum(P),andP'‑P＼{pj,Pi+i}'SincePisd‑generative,Qisd‑
admissibleand[d,d+p]cps(Q).Letx∈【d+p+l,a+p‑d].rlll‑州X‑P∈[d+La‑d]〔ps(P)
andx‑pisexpressedinthefor･m:x‑p‑ap+f3p+q^whereaa.Hd(5arein{0,1},andq∈ps(P′)･
If(a′,0)‑(1,1)thenx‑p+2p+q.If(α,β)‑(1,0)or(0,1)thenx‑2p+q.FinallyIf
Q',β‑(0,0)then.i‑‑p+q.Thei･eforeinanycasesx∈蝣
ps(Q).Thiscompletesthe.proof.□
Bythesamemethodinthepi･oofoftheabove,lvesee
Lemma2.2.LetP‑AAd)uPkbeany(n,d)‑setwitha‑sum(P),wherePk=
{pl,7>2,‑,pk}.MoreoverputQk‑{pi,P2,'‑<>Pk‑iiPk+d)andconsiderthe(n,d)‑partition
Q=A2(d)uQkofa.IfQisd‑generativethensoisP.□
Thenextlemmaplaysthemostessentialrolesinourdiscussion.

Lemma2.3.LetPbead‑generative(n,d)‑setPwitha‑sum(P),cbeanynumberwith
c≧d,andconsidera(n+l,d)‑setQ‑Pu{c}.Thenwehave:
(1)whend‑LQu'l‑generativeifaildonlyifc≦a+1.
(2)whend‑2,Qis2‑generαfiveifandonlyifc≦a‑3orc‑a‑1.
3)whend≧3.Qisd‑generativeifandonlyifc≦a‑2d+1.
Proof.Letc∈[d,a‑d}.Thenps{Q)‑【d,a‑d]∪[d+c,a‑d+q.Henceps{Q)‑
[d,a+c‑1]ifandonlyifd+c≦‑(I+1,i.e.,C≦a‑2d+1.Nextleta‑d<c.Theil
ps(Q)=[d,a‑d]∪{a}∪(C)∪[d+c,a+c‑d).lid≧3,thenps(Q)doesnotcontaineither
c+101･C‑1accordingtoc‑a‑d+1oi･a‑d+I<c.Sowehave(3).If'd‑2,theil
ps(Q)‑[2,a+c‑2]ifandonlyifc‑‑1.Ifd‑1,weseethatps(Q)‑【a+c‑1]ifand
onlyifc‑αol.C="･+1.Henceweha･ve;i)and(2).□
Undei･thenotationsinLemma.2.3,ifc>a‑2d+1andd≧3,Qisnot^/‑generative.But
ifa‑Id+1<c≦a‑d+1thenwecanmakead‑genei･ative(n+m,d)‑setPuic)uRforsome
m‑1,c)‑seti?,wheremisatmostd.Forexampleletd‑4,Pbea4‑generative(n,4)‑set
witha‑sum(P),andletc‑a‑5.Considerthefollowingsets:
px‑pu{c},P2‑PiU{a‑3}andP3‑P2∪{a‑2}.
ThenPiandPiarenot4‑generativeandP3is4‑generative.

Lemma2.4.Letd≧3,andPbead‑generative(n,d)‑setPwitha‑sum(P).Forany
mweputc(m)‑a‑2d+l+m,Pm=Pu{c(m)}andQm‑PnujR(ro),whereR(m)isany
setofdistinctnumbersgreaterthandm).Thenwehave:
(1)ifm≦d‑1andQmisd‑generative,thenIm‑【a‑d+l,a‑d+m]⊂R(m)andthe
(n+ra+l,d)‑setPnuImisd‑gei碓rative.
(2)ifm‑dandQjisd‑generative.thei‑[d‑[a‑d+2,a‑I】⊂R(d)andthe(n+d⊥l,d)‑set
PmuIdisa‑generative.
(3)ifm>dthenQmisnotd‑genenativefoγ

ailyR(m).

Proof.Letm>d.Thena‑d‑¥‑I<c(m),anda‑d+1doesnotbelongtoboth
ps(Pm)andps(Qm).SoQmisnot(/‑generativeforanyR(m).Thisproves(3).Nextassume
thatQmis^‑generativeandm≦d.Thenps(Pm)‑[d,a‑d]∪【d+dm)‑d+c(m)¥=
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[c/,a‑d¥u[a‑d+m+l,2a‑3c/+m+ 01､両Pm)‑ [d,a‑d+l回a,2a‑.2d+1〕accordingto
7‑一≦d‑1orrn‑d. Ifrn≦d‑1then /mnps(Pm)‑empty,In ⊂ps(Qm).SOlr ⊂ps{R(m)).
Moreover every number in lm is not expressed as a sun‑ of distinct numbers in R(m). Hence
lm ⊂ R.(m). Similai･ly R(d) contains ∫(l汀m ‑ d. Thus we get the first assertions in (1) and (2).
The other･s axe seen easily.

□

Lemma 2.5. Letm(n,d) andsm(n,d) be the smallest number in G(n,d) and in SG(n,d)
respectively. Then we have

‑(n,d)‑s‑(n,d)‑三d(3d+1)+(n‑d‑1)d‑喜d(d+2n‑1).
Proof. For n ‑ d+1 it isobvious from Remark 1. Let n > d+ 1,P‑.A2(d)∪{Sn‑d 1))
and s = sufn(P). Evidently s is the smallest number with d‑admissible (n.rf)‑partition, and P
is only one d‑admissible (n,d)‑pai･tition ofs. Moi･eover by Lemma 2.3, P is ^‑generative. Hence
m(n,d)=sm(n.d)‑s.

□

3
Let

us

denote

the

maximum

G'(n,1)and G{n,2)

number

in

G(n′,d)

by

M(n,d).

The

detennii‑a･tlOl‑

the most important works forour aim. From the fact tha可P‖s at most 2′‑

ofM(n,d)

is

2 for any (n,cf)‑set

P. we can get ea･sily M(n,d) for the cases d ≦ 2. So in this section we shall characterize anv
numbers in G(n,1) and G(n,2).

Lemma3.1.

▲V/(ti,1)‑2n‑1

andM(n,2)‑2n+1.

Proof. It is noted in introduction that 2n‑ 1 ∈ G(n,l) and 2n+ 1 ∈ G(n,2). For any
d‑generative(n,d)‑set Pwitha ‑ sum(P), ¥ps(P)I ‑ a‑2d+1 ≦ 2n‑2. Hencea ≦ 2n+2d‑3.
Especially M(n,1) ≦ 2n ‑ 1 and M(n,2) ≦ 2n+ 1. This completes the proof.

ロ

Notice that M(n,1) admits a unique Lgenerative (n,l)‑partition {1,2,2‑,2‑ ‑,2" ‑ 1}
and M(n,2) admits a unique 2‑generative (n,2)‑partition {2,3,2 ,2a, .2n ‑ 1}. From this
ra.ct we have

Lemma3.2. 2n卓G(n,2)foranyn>2.
Proof. For n ‑ 3, the assertion is truefsee R.emark 1). So we suppose that 2n has a
2‑generative

(rz,2)‑partition

P

‑

{p¥,p2¥

,pn}

for

some

n

>

4.

Ifa

number･

p

appears

at

least

twicein P then 2n+p ∈ G(?z,2) by Lemma 2.1. This is acontradiction: A/(ra,2) ‑ 2"+ 1 <
2n+p.

Hencepx

‑2,p2‑3,p3‑4<pA<

<pn̲i

<pn,and

pn̲1

≦

yn‑l‑1.

Since

¥ps(P)¥ ‑2"‑3,foreveryx ∈ [2,2"‑2】 exceptx ‑ 2n l thereexistsauniquesubset P(x)ofP
withx ‑ sum(P(x)). Especially [2,2n‑‑1‑1] ⊆ ps(Pn‑i), whei･e Pn‑i = P＼{pa}. Hence Pn‑1 ‑

{2,3,22,23 ‑,2n‑2},5tim(Pn̲1)‑2n‑1+l ∈ G(n‑1,2),andpn ‑T‑sum(Pn̲

=2n‑1‑l.

As pn ‑ sum(Pn‑iト2, P is not 2‑generative by Lemma 2.3(2), which is a contradiction. This
completes the proof.
Lemma 3.3.

(1) o+l,2a+l】⊆G(n+1,1)foranya∈G(n,l).
(2) a+2,2a‑3]∪(2a‑1)⊆G(n+1,2)foranya∈G(n,2).

□
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Proof. Each assertion is an immediate consequence from Lemma 2.3.
Theorem A.

1)G(n,l)‑h,2B‑1] (n>1).
(2) G(n,2)‑【2n+l,2n‑1】∪{2n+1} (n>2).

on n.

Proof. From Lemmas 3.1‑3.3 and Lemma 2.5, the assertion is shown easily by the induction
□

4

G(町d)

In this sectionlet d> 3and n>d.

Lemma4.1. G(d+2,d)‑[%d(d+I),3d2+d+1].
Proof. Recall from Remark 1 that G(d+ l,c/) = {s2,si}, where.si ‑書did+ 1) and
s2 ‑ ¥d(3d+l). Let a G G{d+2,d). Then a has a^‑generative (d+2,rf)‑partition P ‑ A(d)u{c}
forsome c≧ <i, where A(d) is A¥(d) or A^id). By Lemma2.3(3), d≦ C ≦ sum(A(d)) ‑2d+ 1,

a･ndhencea∈ [s+d,26‑2d+l】wheres‑S¥ ors‑S2‑ As(2.S‑2‑2d+1ト(S!+d) ‑52+l >0,
wehaveG(d+2,d)‑【s2+d,2si‑2d+l1‑ほd(d+I),3d2+d+l】･

□

We prepare some lemmas in order to determine the maximum number M(n,d) in G(n,d).
Lemma 4.2. Let {Mn(d)}(n ≧ d+1) be the sequence defined by Md+¥(d) ‑きdld+l) at‑d
the recurve)‑ce relations: Mn+i(rf) ‑ 2Mn(d) ‑ 2d+ l for any n > d. TheiH〃e have:
1) M(n,d)‑MJd)forn‑d+l,d+2.
(2) MJd)∈G(n,d).
(3) Mn{d) ‑ (3d2‑d+2)2r'i‑d‑2+2d‑ 1.
Proof. (1) is obvious from Remark 1 and Lemma 4.1. Lemma 2.3(3) teaches us that
2a‑2d+ 1 ∈ Gin+l,rf) for any a ∈ G(n,d). Usingrepeatedly this fact, we have (2). (3) is
seen by the induction on n.

□

Let n ≧ rf+2,k‑ n‑d‑1 ≧ 2andlet P ‑ Ax{d)uQk bea^‑generative (ft,d)‑partitionof
M{n,d). By Lemma2.1 Q^ consists of distinct k numbers greaterthen 2d. Let /i,0 ≦ h ≦ fc‑1,
be the maximal number among Ql, where Q is any pi‑oper subset of Qk such that A¥(d) u Q
is

(/‑generative.

We

understand

as

h

‑

0

if

such

Q

does

not

exist.

Let

Q/i

w^h暮Qh¥

‑

h

be

a

proper subset ofQk such that Ph ‑ Ai(d)uQh is ^‑generative. When h ‑ 0, let Qq ‑ empty.
Here we put:
a(h) ‑ sum(Ph)
c(Qh)=Qk＼Qh
c(h) ‑ the smallest number in c(Q/l)
cm,m)‑a(h)‑2d+m+1foranymwithl≦m<d.

Koukichi Sakai

Ul‑del･ the these notations the next is derived from Lemma 2.4 and the､ maxiinality ofh.

Lemma 4.3. Let 0 ≦ h, ≦ k ‑ 2. Then xoe have: the following cases depending on m with
m<d:
(a) whetl･m･≦d‑1
k‑h+m+1andk‑d<h
c(h) ‑ c(/i,to)

c(Qh)‑

c(/i) ∪¥a(h)‑d+¥,a(h)‑d+m]

M(n,d)=(m+2)(a(h)‑d+ Urn+1)).
(b) whenm‑d

k=h+d‑l
c(h)=c(h,d)=a(h)‑d+1
c(Qh)=[a(h)‑d+l,a(h)‑1】

M(n,d)=d(a(hトを(d‑ 1)).

Theorem B. M(n,d) ‑Mn(d)foranyd≧ 3 andn>d, where Mn(d) isin Len川Ia
Proof. We use freely the above notations concerning M(n,d) and in Lemma. 4.3. We prove
the assertion bv theinduction on?1‑ It is true for n ‑ d+1,d+2. Let /?. > d+2, i.e., fc > 2.
t/

Notethat Mn(d) ≦ M(n,d) by Lemma4.2. Now suppose h ≦ k‑2. Then fronl Lemma4.3 and
the inductive hypothesis it follows: M(n,d) ≦ R(h,???,d), where

R(h,m,d) ‑

m+2)(Md+i+h(d)‑d+吉(m+1)) when m<d‑1

〈 d(Md+i+h(d上喜(rf‑1 )

when m‑d.

But it is seen that R(h,m,d) < Mn(d) foreach case, which is acontradiction. Hence h ‑ k ‑ 1
and M(n,d) ‑ a(k‑ 1)+c{k‑ 1) ≦ Mn̲i(d)+(Mn‑i(d)‑2d+I ‑ Mn(d). Therefore
M(n,d)=MJd)andc{k‑1)=M(?いM)‑2d+1.

CorollaryB‑l.

□

Letd>3andn>d+1.

(1) M(n,d)んαs a unique d‑generative (n,d)‑partition AAd) ∪ {ql,q2,‑‑,qk},where k

‑d‑1andq3‑M(d+j,d)‑2d+1/orj∈
(2)M(n+1,d)‑2M{n,d)‑2d+1.
Theorem C. G(n,d)‑[m(n,d),M(n,d)]/oranyd≧3 andn≧ d+2. where
m(n,d)‑吉d(d+2n‑ 1),

M{n,d)=(3d2‑d+2)2n‑d‑2+2d‑ 1.
Proof. Lemma2.3(3) teaches us that [a+d,2a‑2d+l] C Gin+l,rf)foranya G G(n,d).
From this fact, Lemma 2.5. Theorem B and Colloraユy B‑l, the assei･tion is obtained by the
induction on n.

□
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Theorem D.

SG(n,d)

SG(n,d) is given as follows:

(1)SG(n,1)‑ n,2n‑1】 (n>1)
(2) SG(n,2)‑【2n+1,4?い‑5】∪{An‑3} (n>2,n≠5)
(3) SG(5,2)= 【11,15】

(4) SG(d+l,d)‑ Qd(3d+ l),￨rf(d+1)}
(5) SGtn,d)‑[sm(n,d),s(n,d)} (n>d+1,d>2), where
sm(n,d) ‑d(d+2n‑ 1)/2,
s{n,d)‑d2+(2n‑5)d+1.
The proof of the above theorem is divided into some lemmas｡ From Lemma 2.2 it follows
that any member in SG(n,d) is characterized as follows.

Lemma 5.1. a ∈ SG(n,d) if and only if every (n,d)‑partition ofa containing A‑2(d) is
{‑generative.

蝪

As SG(d+ l,cf) is known in Rノemark 1, let n ≧ d+2, and inti･oduce the following numbers
depending on n and d:
k=n‑d‑1

s(d) ‑sum(A2(d)) =喜d(3d+ 1)
s(n,1)‑2n‑1

in,d)‑2s(d)+2(fc‑2)d+1‑d2+(2n‑5)d+1 (d≧2)
m,(l)‑s(l)+j‑j+2
mdd)‑s(d)+(j‑3)d+l (d>2).
Recall from Lemma 2.5 that the smallest number sm(n,d) in SG(n,d) is given in the form:
sm{n,d) ‑ s(d)+kd. Let s ∈ SG(n,d) and put c ‑ s‑sm(n‑ l,rf). Thei=veget the
(n,d)‑partition Pn(s) ‑ Pn‑i U {c} of s where Pn‑i ‑ A2(d)U {d<n‑d‑‑2)}. Since Pn‑i iis
d‑generative, Pn(a) is ^‑generative if and only if c satisfies the condition in Lemma 2.3 for
a=sum(Pn‑i)‑sm(n‑ 1,rf). So weget

Lemma 5.2. LetsG SG{n,d).
(1) whend‑1,s≦s(n,l).
(2) whend‑2,s≦s(n,2)‑An‑5ors‑An‑3,ands≠An‑4.
(3) whend≧3,s<s(n,d).

Lemma 5.3. LetQk ‑ ¥9i,?2r‑,qk) be any (k,d)‑set and let P^ ‑ A>2(d)uQk. Here
consider the following condition depending on d:
(Sd) Qj ≦rrij(d)foranyj∈ 【k].
IfQk satisfies (Sd) then Pk is d‑generative.

Koukichi Sakai

Proof.

Letd>2.

Foranyj∈[k‑1】put.Qj

‑

{?i,?2,

‑,#}andP3

=A2(rf)uQj.

We

prove by theinductiononj ∈回. By Lemma2.3 P¥ is ^‑generativeifq¥ ≦ S(dト2d+l = mi(d).
Suppose that P3 is ^/‑generative, and put a} ‑ sum(Pj). Then a,j ≧ s(d) +jd and mJ+l(d) =
s(d)+(j‑2)rf+1 ≦

‑2d+1. Soifqj+i ≦ nij+i(d)itfollowsfromLemma2.3that Pj+i is

d‑generative. The assertion in the case of d ‑ 1 is proved by the same way.

Lemma

5.4.

Let

a

G

[sm(n,d),s(n,d)]

andP

‑

A2(d)U{gl?g2,

*

,qk)

□

be

any

(n,d)‑

partition ofa. Thenq3 ≦ rrij(d)foranyj ∈ 【k]. Moreoverifd‑ 2, a ‑ s(n,2)+2 =An‑3 and
n>6,thenqj≦?nj(2)foranyj∈ *‑1】.
Proof. We prove for the case d ≧ 2. It su用ces to prove for a ‑ s(n,d). Suppose q3 > rrij(d)
for some j E [fcj. Then we have the following contradiction:

sum(P)‑a≧s(d)+(j‑i)d+(k‑j+l)(m,‑(d)+1ト

=(k‑j)(s(d)+(上5)d+2)+l>0.
[コ

From Lemmas 5.2‑5A, it follows that SG(n,d) ‑ [sm(n,d),s(n,d)] for any n > d+1 except
d‑ 2, βra(n,2),s(n,2)】 ⊂ 5(70,2) and An‑4卓SG(n,2). So by Lemma5.2(2) it remains to
see

whether

4γ‑

3

∈

SG(n,2)

or

not.

Lemma 5.5.
1) 4n‑3∈SG(n,2)foranyn≧6.
(2) 13∈5G(4,2) and17≠SG(5,2).
Proof. Putf(n) ‑ 4r‑3. Letn ≧ 6andP ‑ A2(2)∪{?li?2,‑,qk} beany(n,2)‑partition
of/(n). Hqk ≦ mjt(2), then P is 2‑generative by Lemmas 5.3‑5.4(2).The other par血ions P are
A2(2)U {2(n‑4¥mk(2)+ 2} or A2(2)U {2("‑5>,3,mfc(2)+ 1}. These are 2‑generative by Lemma
2･3｡ Hence we have (1)｡ Note /(4) ‑ 13 and /(5) ‑ 17. 13 ∈ 5G(4,2)is seen easily. A (5,2)‑
partition P ‑ (2,2,3,5,5} of 17 is not 2‑generative, because 6 蛋 ps(P). Hence 17 4 5G(5,2).
□

Theorem D follows from Lemmas 5.2‑5.5.
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